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Above & right: The frameless cabinetry shows the Savannah Maple door style with raised slab drawer fronts in the Nutmeg Fudge stain & glaze finish.
The island shows the Savannah door style in Maple with the Limestone paint and glaze finish. The custom designed extractor hood fan cabinet stands
proudly above the adjacent glass door cabinets. The professional series range is flanked by our turned Ionian legs. This kitchen is trimmed out with a
three-piece crown molding stack and an understated light valance, providing generous amounts of well deserved elegance to your home.
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Above & right: The island and bar shows frameless cabinetry with the Chamberlain door style in Maple, with the Forest paint & glaze with rub off
finish. The accent cabinets in the background illustrate the Crimson Tide paint & glaze finish with rub off. The top-drawer fronts are flat slab while the
deep drawers are door match. The designer supplemented this plan with wood tops and copiousness amount of glass storage.
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Since 1973 Elmwood Kitchens and our designers have been providing high quality custom cabinetry. These many years of experience have earned
Elmwood Kitchens a solid reputation as a leader in the industry. This graceful cabinetry flows seamlessly here with high caliber appliances and are
married together with countless detailed features such as corbels, turned legs, stunning color selection and completed with a beautifully refined
mantel hood.
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Above & right lower: The cabinetry style is Georgian Single Bead Inset Frame, with our Roxborough door style in Maple Vanilla Fudge paint and glaze.
The island is also Georgian Single Bead Inset Frame cabinetry, with Roxborough doors in Maple Tarragon Fudge paint and glaze. The right top Wine Bar
cabinets are Georgian Single Bead Inset Frame; with Roxborough style Cherry doors and door match drawers showing our Chablis stained finish.
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Only the finest hardwoods and cabinetmaking materials are suitable for the bold designs created by our exceptional dealers to bring you a one of a
kind Kitchen. Your friends and family will continually be astonished with your striking cabinetry as you gather in your favorite room in the house to
cook and entertain for years to come.
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The cabinetry shown on these pages is frameless, with our Cambridge doors fashioned in an Oak Chestnut finish. The top drawers are door match,
Classic style while the deep drawers are door match Cambridge style.
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The lighter cabinetry shown is our Georgian Ambiance Inset Frame line with Princeton Cherry doors in Natural Java, stain and glaze. The darker cabinets
are manufactured in our Georgian Single Bead Inset Frame line with the Princeton style doors and drawers in our Tannery finish with extra heavy rub
off. The stand-alone wall cabinet adjacent to the window is also our Georgian Single Bead Inset Frame line with arched top Providence doors in
Champagne Java stain & glaze.
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The above sink base cabinet shows Providence style doors.
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Honor, Integrity and Trust, these are words we cherish and commencing from that foundation we transform style and taste to meet form and function
and convey these philosophies to you directly through our dealers. Elmwood Kitchens is renowned for the strong support we provide to our growing
family of dealers, throughout Eastern North America and beyond. Our production facility spans over 150,000 square feet and includes some of the
most technologically advanced woodworking equipment available today – but it is our craftsmen and employees that form the true fiber of Elmwood,
working together to ensure the highest level of quality and customer satisfaction.
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The exterior cabinetry of this kitchen is our frameless type with Chelsea Cherry doors finished in our Muskoka Stain. The island is a traditional style
Savannah door in Cherry with our Cocoa Bean paint & glaze finish with rub off.
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Using straight lines and a minimalist approach this kitchen is an amalgamation a contemporary design and high end veneers providing this client with
European flair and modern convenience.
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The contemporary cabinetry show on these pages is our New Haven doors style; the wood species is Wenge finished Natural. The accent wood on the
ends of the island and the base cabinet surrounds is Rosewood also in a Natural finish.
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“The higher the culture the more honorable the work.”
- Roucher

CTS100

K I T C H E N S

CTS201

CTS300

The above photo shows a
gas piston actuated, pivot
up CTS401 Aluminum rail
glass door. The adjacent
cabinets are Salem Flat Cut
Maple finished with the
Nutmeg stain.

Below: Bathroom cabinetry is frameless,
with our Chelsea door style in a Natural
finished, Birdseye Maple wood species.

Above: This frameless cabinetry shows the Salem door style in Flat Cut Maple with a Natural finish.
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CTS401

Stainless Steel

The above cabinet is a media base cabinet elevated on contemporary aluminum legs.
The drawers are Natural Rosewood, encased in a custom surrounding of Natural Wenge.
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We all make decisions everyday. Part of what makes humanity so special is our ability to reason things out. Sometimes, however our needs are best
served by being diplomatic. That is why we believe comfort and design can coexist. This particular kitchen close to the capitol demonstrates a true
democracy combining warmth and beauty using current trends and time-honored impeccable craftsmanship.
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The Transitional / Contemporary frameless cabinetry shown on these two pages is the Seville door style made of Cherry finished in Muskoka Java stain
& glaze. The top drawers are the Chelsea style, while the deep drawers are the Seville door match type.
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Dreams can become a reality for all of us. Part of our heritage at Elmwood Kitchens is to ensure all of our products are value added. We never
compromise quality, and we always endeavor to bring you a superior creation within your budget giving your family years of enjoyment.
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The cabinetry shown in these three photographs is our frameless type. The door style is Kingston, the Species is MDF (Medium Density Fiberboard),
& the finish is Antique white paint.
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The perimeter frameless cabinetry shown in the photograph above and in the right top photograph is the Savannah door style in Maple, finished in
the Limestone paint and glaze finish. The island is also frameless cabinetry in the Savannah door style in Maple with the Tannery paint and glaze finish
with rub off. The Butler’s Pantry cabinetry is our Georgian Single Bead Inset Frame line with Savannah doors in a combination of Limestone and
Tannery, two tone finishes.
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Continuity and stability are vital components to healthy living. Our cabinetry reaches well beyond the kitchen into virtually every room in your home.
As you will see in the following pages you can rely on us to provide smooth transitions from one room to the next.
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Above is a two-tone kitchen combining our Georgian Single Bead Inset Frame line in stained and painted finishes. The Cherry cabinetry has doors in
the Cartier style, stained Muskoka Java. The paint and glaze cabinets are the Normandy MDF style finished in the Vanilla Fudge paint and glaze finish.
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The above entertainment center is frameless Maple cabinetry in the Kensington door
style finished in Nutmeg Fudge stain & glaze. It is accented by intricate lattice work,
fluted pilasters, furniture baseboard, and a double crown moulding stack.
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Elmwood Kitchens has been truly blessed through the years to be encompassed by an extremely gifted group of talented and brilliant designers.
Many of whom have been featured in countless international publications, design competitions, television broadcasts, featured homes, NKBA advisory
panels and the like. These designers and their intricate works have always added to our value and high regard in our industry. Why not let these
professionals share their zeal for design with you in your home.
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The award winning designer of this kitchen has chosen an “Arts and Crafts” motif using frameless style cabinetry, Mission Maple doors in our Brandied
Peach stain & glaze finish. The designer has opted for an increased door rail width and door matched drawer fronts. The 48” range base has a custom
designed pot rack mounted to flat pilasters. A quiet corner library has been thoughtfully implemented into the layout providing a location for quiet
reflection while a desk has been incorporated into the working island for today’s busy lifestyle.
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A tranquil sanctuary can be yours if you allow us into your home office or service area. Whether relaxing or carrying out your dreams, a limitless
offering of handcrafted furniture can be fashioned for your living spaces.
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Cherry has been selected in the Chestnut stained finish to exude a masculine sense of confidence. The inlaid leather on the desk is perfectly framed by
an ogee edged cherry moulding. The cabinetry is finished off with a large crown moulding stack including both a dentil and a fluted fascia mould.
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Organization and harmony of design create the perfect setting for the intellectual lifestyle. Our product line allows you to be creative and meticulous
simultaneously, all the while providing extraordinary details inspiring the look of fine furniture and creating endless design opportunities
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This grand office commands respect. The frameless cabinetry has Savannah Cherry doors finished in Chablis Java stain & glaze. The desk is adorned
with a carved mantel piece and carved corner pilasters. The credenza in the background is flanked with Banderol pilasters, while the lattice doors
conceal the contents of the center section.
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The arched display cabinet above is capped with a keystone and is supported by Reeded
Pilasters. All of the cabinetry is framed with furniture baseboard and a build up of crown
mouldings.
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Above: frameless cabinetry, the door style is Roxborough Cherry stained Chablis.
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The upper photo shows our Federal Maple door style finished in our Natural Fudge stain and
glaze finish. The lower photo is frameless cabinetry with Cartier Cherry doors in our Chablis
Java finish.
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The great room depicted in the photo above and the Salon depicted on the adjacent page combine Normandy Maple frameless cabinetry in Antique
White Java paint & glaze combined with Tannery paint & glaze.
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The timeless magnificence of Cherry transcends the scope of sophistication. Whether applied to a family residential or professional setting our
cabinetry provides a certain discernment only achieved by using the very best of the species and applying our own unique hand rubbed finishes.

This quaint wet bar has been designed using our frameless cabinetry; with the Viceroy Cherry door style stained Cinnamon Java.
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he criss-cross wine rack above is flanked on either side by glass cabinets, again flanked by
our Ionian Pilasters.
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The cabinetry above and on the adjacent page top photo is our Georgian Single Bead Inset Frame line with Kensington doors finished in our Vanilla
Fudge paint & glaze.
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The bottom left photo shows a vanity sink cabinet with Normandy style Maple doors stained
Chestnut. The bottom right vanity photo is our Roxborough door style. The species is MDF
and the finish is Cappuccino.
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Creativity blended with purpose always has favorable results. Here we see how designers have used different features to create exclusive works of art
while optimizing space and allowing for socializing.
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The above and opposite top photos show a frameless Normandy MDF door style finished Latte on the exterior walls. The island is also frameless
construction with Cartier Cherry doors stained Chestnut.
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The bottom left corner shows a detail of a Cambridge Cherry custom stained glass drawer base.
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A kitchen is not complete without all the ancillary objects, much of what we do relies on the culmination of all the appliances, tiles countertops,
flooring and lighting to round out your absolute kitchen experience.
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These two pages show Princeton Maple doors with a Limestone paint & glaze finish on the outside cabinets with a Kuboki Java stain & glaze island.
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23. These photographs all show a customized Baron door style. The rails have been increased in width to give a more substantial feel. The finish is
Limestone paint & glaze.
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There is much talk about environment these days. Not only as it concerns the outer world, but equally important is the fundamentals we apply when
we design a living atmosphere of our day-to-day surroundings. This particular designer has brought together our human requirements of food, warmth
and shelter.

Above: frameless cabinetry Cambridge Maple door style finished in Cappuccino paint & glaze.
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Top photo: frameless cabinetry, Cartier Cherry door style Champagne Fudge stain & glaze.
Bottom photo: Georgian Single Bead Inset Frame line Princeton door style, Maple species,
Tannery paint and glaze finish.
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A gracious collage is spread before us here demonstrating the flexibility of Elmwood Kitchens. We catch a glimpse of this designer’s vision of a
grandiose kitchen using effectively the best in appliances and electronics together with natural stone and old world charm to create a clever and
well-designed area.
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Above: frameless cabinetry, Dakota door style MDF species, White painted finish.

Countless drawer
options and sink
offerings continue to
make today’s kitchens
ever more unique.

Above: frameless cabinetry Venice Maple door style Limestone paint & glaze finish.
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Above photos show a deep drawer partitioned to hold bottles and an Apron Front sink base
cabinet flanked with Ionian Pilasters.
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The modern technology era has introduced some extreme options to the Kitchen Accessory realm. There are gadgets available for just about every
application you can imagine and chances are if your inquire with your Elmwood Kitchens dealer, they will be able to provide you with practical
solutions to all your storage and efficiency needs creating handy to use features in every part of your new cabinetry.

Dovetail wood
drawer with stainless
steel cutlery divider.

Chrome wire
pull out chef’s
pantry.

Above: Slide Out Base Blind Corner
Unit.
Top right: double pull out waste bin.

Above: 24” kitchen tool organizer.

Above: Blum stainless steel drawer with combination cutlery divider and utensil divider.
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Above: Magic corner.
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“Come experience the enchantment waiting for you at your local Elmwood Kitchens Retailer”
www.elmwoodkitchens.com

Elmwood Kitchens gratefully acknowledges all of the designers, dealers and photographers who have contributed to the outstanding cabinetry displayed in this
brochure. We continue to invite you to submit photography of your fine examples of Elmwood Kitchens’ excellence in cabinetry and design for future brochure use.
Copyright 2005. All rights reserved
Copyright belongs to Elmwood Kitchens, our Dealers and Photographers. All unlawful reproduction in whole or part of this brochure is strictly prohibited without
express written consent from Elmwood Kitchens. Specifications subject to change without notice, print colors may vary from actual samples.

